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What is energy?

 PhysiologicallyProperly converting food into usable byproducts for 
movement, repair processes, and day to day vital functions (breathing, heart 
beat, digestion, etc).

 PhysicallyBeing able to do the things you enjoy doing.

 Mentally & EmotionallyFeeling emotionally balanced, mentally focused, 
alert, & able to remember things.



Most of  us only 
have enough 
energy to “get by”, 
not THRIVE.



In life, getting by is good, 
but THRIVING is better. �



What you eat plays a major roll in both your long-
term & your short-term health.



The wrong diet makes you UNABLE to:
 Convert food into the nutritional building 
blocks you need to make neurotransmitters, 
like serotonin, the feel good chemical.
 Make enzymes and HCL to properly break 
down foods so you don't feel bloated, gassy 
and fatigued each time you eat.
 Produce cellular energy to build muscle and 
live an active life. 

In short, with the wrong diet, you will 
not thrive. 



So how do we eat to 
THRIVE????





Each person has slightly different nutritional 
requirements to be able to meet these demands.

We are biochemically unique   



Testable, repeatable, & reliable nutrition methodology.

Considers 11 fundamental homeostatic controls (FHC’s) when 
determining ideal diet.

Metabolic Typing© Nutrition 



One FHC is the Oxidative System



Slow oxidizers or “carb types” thrive on more carbs 
relative to protein and fat. 







…and some fall in the middle



Some people’s chemistry is 
governed by their Autonomic 

Nervous System, not their 
Oxidative System





Vitamin & Mineral 
Differences

Certain metabolic types have much higher needs for specific 
vitamins and minerals because their ability to metabolize them is 
slow and inefficient, whereas other vitamins and minerals are 
metabolized with great efficiency. 





 If  too many of  the wrong nutrients are taken, it throws off  function, like 
pouring much too much diesel fuel in an unleaded gas tank. 

 If  not enough of  the needed nutrients are taken, the person will not be 
able to function to their full potential either, like trying to drive 50 miles on 
gas fumes.

 Imagine trying to bake a whole cake with a teaspoon of  flour, no eggs, 
and 2 cups of  sugar?! The recipe is all wrong! So too do we have a 
biochemical recipe with certain amounts of  ingredients.



Determining Your Ideal 
Foods…



Step #1: EXPERIMENT & get tested! 
Step #2: Fine-tune your protein, fat and carb intake to find your ideal 
ratios! Take notes after meals to make fine-tuning a lot easier.
Step #3:Listen to your body!
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